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Abstract. The article examines the essential characteristics of
professional psychological selection of military personnel through the
analysis of professional selection and its structure. The problem of
effective implementation of professional psychological selection is
considered by the authors as a problem of mutual correspondence of the
individual and the profession. It is noted that it is solvable only if a certain
set of requirements is met: both the individual's requests for a certain type
of professional activity, and the requirements of the activity itself for the
subjective characteristics of the «person of labor». Professional selection of
military personnel structurally includes: social selection; medical selection;
professional psychological selection; educational and qualification
selection; assessment of the level of functional development and general
physical fitness. The scientific results of the study include the fact that the
general characteristics of the candidate and the military specialist
performing professional psychological selection, the conditions and means
of its implementation are disclosed.

1 A problem statement
The definition of the main ways to improve the quality and effectiveness of professional
military activity involves a deep study of individual psychological characteristics and
properties of subjectivity (target, operational, reflective, value, communicative, intellectual,
emotional-volitional), as well as the directions of diagnostics of readiness for its
implementation in different age periods and in a changing social environment. This, in turn,
implies the existence of a system for checking professional suitability for military work
from various points of view: competence, educational, legal, psychological, environmental,
etc.
References to the special assessment of professional qualities have been preserved to
this day since the Ancient World. Around this historical period, the first philosophical
prerequisites for the study and evaluation of human abilities to work arise. The scientific
substantiation of practical methods of studying individual differences of a person, his
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aptitude for learning and future activities in the future occurs during the formation and
development of European sciences at the stage of existence of classical and non-classical
scientific rationality.
In our country, systematized ideas about the assessment of a person's professional
purpose are carried out according to three main indicators: age, physical and moral. Regular
targeted studies of the psychological and physiological capabilities of a person began
simultaneously with the advent of aeronautics and the complication of the technical side of
military affairs.
Professional selection in Russia has received significant development in the 20s of the
XX century, initially based on the socialist approach to the definition of the personality of
the «Soviet man». Later, in the 30-80s, the conducted research was characterized mainly by
a psychophysiological orientation, using conditioned methods for studying the qualities of
the individual and his predisposition to the profession. The most initiatory character during
this period was shown by the Laboratory of Economic and Mathematical Research of
Novosibirsk State University, the results of which later allowed the transition to a new stage
of research based on a personal approach, focused on the assessment of mental and
physiological capabilities and functional reserves of the subject of labor activity. The
scientists studied the practical experience, scientific research and applied selection methods
of Western countries, with the subsequent introduction of some of them into the practice of
professional selection in our country. The basic principles of professional selection and the
concepts of its socio-psychological cognition were determined.
In the 90s, due to the socio-economic transformations in the country, the interest in
professional selection steadily decreases, since there are objective and subjective reasons
for this. In the period of our country's recovery from the economic crisis, the demand for
the quality and frequency of professional psychological selection is again increasing, due to
the special practical significance for the development of state law enforcement agencies and
private commercial enterprises. The reforms carried out in the Armed Forces and other
troops form the military psychological service, which is designed to solve, among others,
the tasks of professional selection when citizens enroll in military service, including when
entering military educational organizations.
In psychology, professional selection is represented as a specialized procedure for
determining a person's compliance with a profession, his fitness (unfitness) to master a
further specialty and perform specific tasks of professional activity in various conditions of
the situation.
O.G. Noskova notes in her works that professional selection is a process of establishing
the conformity of an individual to a certain level of a particular specialty (position) [1].
In labor psychology, V.A. Tolochek defines it as a process of practical selection of
candidates who are able to ensure the most effective performance of the tasks assigned to
them in specific conditions [2].
A.K. Markova notes that professional selection is a complex of measures aimed at
identifying individuals suitable for their individual psychological and psycho-physiological
qualities, level of education, health and physical development learning and future
professional activities corresponding to the profession [3].
B.G. Meshcheryakov and V.P. Zinchenko, professional selection is presented as a
procedure for the study and probabilistic assessment of validity for the person to learn a
particular specialty.
In sociology, professional selection can be defined as a process that allows an
organization or institution to make a certain selection of the most suitable candidates for the
established criteria, taking into account the current social and material conditions [4]. It is
also defined as the process of selecting the degree and probability of the development of
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medical, psychophysiological and social fitness of individuals to perform work in various
conditions using scientific methods [5].
Based on the above opinions, it can be noted that the psychological characteristic and
theoretical basis of professional selection is the process of psych diagnostics and
forecasting the abilities of the future subject of labor for the upcoming activity. At the same
time, it must be considered as a goal, a phenomenon, a process, and a result.
Each activity involves the implementation of the professional competence of its
participants, aimed primarily at the effectiveness of solving labor issues and selfimprovement of a person in this activity, which, in turn, determines the essence and
characteristics of the functioning of the professional selection system, designed to identify
the level of compliance of a person with the requirements of the profession [6].
V.A. Bodrov notes in his works that the relationship between man and labor will allow
us to form the necessary knowledge about the psychological patterns of the formation of the
subject of labor, the development of his personality as a professional, as well as the role of
individual psychological characteristics in this process [7].
In this context, the concept of the system approach of B.F. Lomov deserves great
attention, which reflects the basic laws of interrelationships and mutual conditionality of the
regulatory and communicative functions of the psyche of the subject of work,
psychophysiological and other functions, and structures of the body. This concept defines
the hierarchical nature of the interrelationships of these functions in the processes of
forming the relationship between the subject and the object of work, the formation and
manifestation of their systemic qualities, as well as the role of their structural and functional
features in the regulation of labor activity and personal development [8].
1.1 The objective of the work
In the literature there are various concepts of professional psychological selection, however,
the essence of its activities always remains the same, and the main indicator of its
effectiveness (efficiency) is the accuracy of predicting the success of a particular candidate
in the upcoming professional activity [9].
Also questions of research features of the organization and implementation of
professional psychological selection for various types (functions ) of labor and service
activities of N.A. Goncharova [10], E.A. Gubareva [11], I.N. Eliseeva [12], I.A. Erin [13],
A.G. Karayani [14], V.I. Koshkarov [15], A.V. Kravchenko [16], V.N. Kalyagin [17], I.V.
Obraztsov [18], K.K. Palatova [19], M.S. Panfilova [20], A.S. Oleinikova [21], F.K.
Svobodny [22], I.V. Skoblyakova [23], D.V. Smirnov [24], A.A. Dyachkov [25], R.L.
Tyupin [26], Ya.P. Shaimov [27], V.K. Shamreya [28], V.E. Shchipakov [29], V.V.
Yusupova [30], U.P. Kappinda [31], E. Walter-Vysha [32].
Thus, the problem of effective implementation of professional psychological selection is
considered as a problem of mutual correspondence of the individual and the profession.
This problem can be solved only if a certain set of requirements is met: both the
requirements of the individual for a certain type of professional activity, and the requests of
this activity itself for the subjective characteristics of the «person of work».

2 Results of the research
Professional selection is necessary for every activity, and it is most important for
professions related to activities that are carried out in conditions of high complexity, where
significant speed of thought and motor processes, reactions, efficiency in decision-making,
and there is a threat to life and health. One of these types of professional service activities is
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military service, the essence of which is the performance of duties in preparation for armed
defense and armed defense of the Russian Federation. These duties are associated with the
need to unquestioningly perform the tasks set in any conditions, including at the risk of life.
Due to the special nature of the duties assigned to military personnel, the life and health of
other people, the safety and security of society and the state directly depend on their
activities.
The existing system of the Armed Forces and other Troops of the Russian Federation
needs specialists in various areas of professional service activities and military accounting
specialties, as well as the level of education (qualification), which are necessary both to
fulfill the tasks set by the state and society to the military personnel in the legislative and
moral aspects.
Professional selection of military personnel is presented to us in the form of a system of
certain subjects, forms, methods, means and stages that allow us to predict and assess the
mutual compliance of a person and professional activities that will be carried out in
specific, normatively defined and sometimes dangerous conditions that require high
performance, professional and social responsibility, health, emotional stability, as well as
discipline and operational readiness.
Professional selection of permanent military personnel in the Russian Federation
structurally includes the following types of selection: social selection; medical selection
(determination of the category of fitness for health reasons to perform military service
duties); professional psychological selection (determination of the category of professional
psychological fitness, including for a specific specialty); educational qualification selection
(assessment of the level of general education readiness); assessment of the level of
functional development and general physical fitness. Also, professional selection involves
conducting various types of verification activities in relation to the candidate, carried out by
the competent law enforcement agencies. These types of professional selection represent a
certain integrity or system and, in their entirety, allow performing its main social functionto assess the readiness and professional-special compliance of a person with the chosen
military profession and a specific specialty.
The most important element of this system is professional psychological selection,
which is presented in the form of a set of measures designed to determine the compliance of
individual psychological and psychophysiological qualities of candidates with the
requirements of military service.
Structurally, the system of professional psychological selection includes its subjects,
goals, objectives, conditions, means, stages, methods and methods of implementing
measures, criteria and interpretation of the results obtained, as well as an assessment of the
effectiveness of the existing selection system with a view to its subsequent improvement.
The subjects of professional psychological selection are a candidate for training
(service), a specialist who carries out professional psychological selection activities, and an
organization that carries out a certain professional activity, in which the candidate wishes to
become a participant.
Each of the subjects of professional psychological selection has subjective qualities,
which are presented in the form of various components of subjectivity, allowing them to
perform the functions of self-development, self-organization and management of their
purposeful activities, which determines their ability to successfully solve the problem of
subsequent self-improvement.
Taking into account the existence of this contradiction, we can say that the candidate, as
a subject of professional psychological selection, is an emerging personality that has certain
natural inclinations and needs, strives for creative self-expression and satisfaction of their
interests, aspirations and needs, as well as capable of actively mastering various external
influences or resisting them.
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As a subject, in this context, it performs the following tasks: it helps to determine the
main directions of professional development of the individual; it allows you to analyze the
work of this process and adjust it depending on the result.
Performs the following functions: informative and informative, communicative,
adaptive, effective, and others.
S.L. Rubenstein noted that the subject is characterized by conditioned and determined
activity, the ability to integrate, self-development, self-regulation, self-movement and selfimprovement.
This statement becomes most relevant when considering the next subject of professional
psychological selection – the specialist who carries out its activities, since the further
conditionality of not only the existing system of professional psychological selection, but
also the further functioning of the personnel component of the organization depends on the
results of his professional activity.

3 Conclusions
A military specialist who performs professional psychological selection should not only
have a documented appropriate level of education and qualifications, but also have an
ideological conviction in the need for high-quality (effective and efficient) implementation
of all activities, as well as have the necessary and sufficient intellectual, communicative,
creative, value and organizational potential, an understanding of the specifics of military
service and have practical experience in the relevant professional military activities, for
compliance with which the candidate is checked.
Thus, in the system of professional psychological selection, this subject solves the
following tasks: organizes, controls, analyzes and practically implements the process of
professional psychological selection itself; corrects the functioning of this process
depending on its results, ensures its constancy, cyclicality and completeness of
implementation. Performs the following functions: organizational and managerial,
procedural and evaluative, effective and final, communicative and value-based, and others.
The conditions of professional psychological selection are a set of specially created
social and material environment that allows achieving the necessary goals of its
organization and through the influence of which the quality of the activities is determined.
This set is characterized by the coordinated activity of all subjects of the professional
psychological selection system and includes the event planning system, the equipment of
premises and the organization of workplaces for each candidate, the standard established
time indicators, the procedure for providing information about the results obtained, and
more. The main element of this environment is the creation of a unified environment for all
candidates, which subsequently allows for an objective differentiation of the obtained
research results.
The means of professional psychological selection are characterized by the presence of
psychodiagnostic tools corresponding to its goals, which allows us to determine with a high
degree of probability the level of formation and dynamics of the development of individual
psychological subject qualities.
Thus, the professional selection of military personnel in Russia includes: social
selection; medical selection; professional psychological selection; educational and
qualification selection; assessment of the level of functional development and general
physical fitness. The internal structure of professional psychological selection includes its
subjects, goals, objectives, conditions, means, stages, methods and methods of
implementing measures, criteria and interpretation of the results obtained, as well as an
assessment of the effectiveness of the existing selection system with a view to its
subsequent improvement. The conditions of professional psychological selection are a set
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of specially created social and material environment, as well as psychodiagnostic
assessment tools. The main methods of professional psychological selection are the analysis
of independent characteristics, testing and questioning, individual conversation and other
types of assessment of the level of formation and development of subjective qualities.
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